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Video Fraud Scheme Targets
Mobile App Advertising
The DV Fraud Lab Has Identified a Video Fraud Scheme Targeting
Mobile App Advertising
The scheme has mulitple angles. In essence, banner ad slots are being re-sold as premium video advertising inventory. While
this practice alone is not considered outright fraud, it often goes against marketplace policy and is deceptive to the buyer –
because inventory is being represented as in-stream vs. in-banner. Also, bad actors are seeking to maximize revenue and profits
by stuffing multiple players into the ad slot, intentionally using incorrectly-sized players, and/or using hidden players – practices
that are decidedly fraudulent.

What Happened?
Below is an overview of how Company X took advantage of the value chain to perpetrate ad fraud.
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It starts with legitimate apps used by legitimate users. These apps contain standard mobile display ad slots that are sold in the
open marketplace. Company X buys the in-banner impression opportunity but, instead of returning an appropriate in-banner
creative, returns a video ad player. Company X then executes a sophisticated scheme designed to maximize revenue:
1. Multiple video ad players. Instead of just one player, multiple players are called in an attempt to pull ads
in parallel from multiple sources. In one instance, DV Fraud Lab recorded eight concurrent players in one ad slot.
2. Disguised as premium. Video players are optimized to garner maximum CPMs by representing the inventory with
premium attributes:
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a. Various player sizes are depicted to maximize revenue, regardless of the size of
the original ad slot. Often, the original ad slot is just 320x50 – but the players are
much larger and the ad content cannot be viewed

b. The inventory is represented as Auto Play and with Sound On, while the actual
player mutes the audio.
c. The player is further configured to remove the sound and play controls so the
users cannot stop the ads from playing.

The result is that only the top
portion of the video plays in
the in-banner placement.

3. Multiple, simultaneous ad calls. Each video player outputs multiple calls through multiple partners in order to maximize
the number of video ads returned. In some cases, DV observed as many as fifteen ad calls from each of the video players
executing.
4. Multiple ads shown and monetized. Company X then loops through all the video ads that returned from all the players and
partners, in an effort to maximize revenue.
Note: This scheme was executed exclusively on mobile apps. Mobile app ad volumes and the opportunity for mobile app
fraud have grown in line with user adoption and the corresponding rise in mobile app ad spending, On the web, ads.txt is widely
used, shedding light on approved resellers. For apps, however, the ads.txt standard is only now being finalized and has not yet
gained adoption. It is much easier to sell inventory when reseller relationships are not designated and scrutinized. Also, it is
much harder for users to notice and raise an alarm, since the interface in mobile apps does not provide easy ways to debug and
troubleshoot such cases.

What Was the Impact?
End Users: The scheme creates a significant drain on the end users’ battery life and bandwidth, because video ads play
in a forced, unstoppable loop.
Advertising Ecosystem: DV estimates the scheme generated at least 2M ad calls per day, or at least 60M ad calls per month.
DV pinpointed the source of the scheme and worked directly with affected partners to identify and shut off the source of this
traffic. In addition, DV flagged the ad servers associated with the scheme and employed additional protection mechanisms to
ensure that further similar activity will be detected and avoided/blocked going forward.
Note: Wherever DV measured the viewability of ads associated with this scheme, the viewability rate was under 2% – providing
further viewability-triggered protection, in addition to our fraud safeguards.
As part of DV’s protection against this scheme, the domains identified as facilitating the scheme have been flagged as Site
Fraud. These domains will be distributed upon request.

How is DV Protecting Clients and Partners?
The DV Fraud Lab, created more than 10 years ago, performs ongoing detection and analysis of new types of digital ad fraud in
order to uncover the latest schemes as they occur. In 2017, we were accredited by the MRC for our fraud/SIVT detection and
blocking within mobile apps, demonstrating our commitment to building a better industry.
DV is the only, full-service company to provide blocking within mobile apps for fraudulent activity.
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